Wagner Paint N Roll Manual Roller
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The Smart SideKick Multi-Room Powered Roller is ideal for large or...
multi-room projects. Wagner's innovative direct-feed roller system pulls paint directly.
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024964158973 UPC code is for Wagner Spray Paint N Roll Paint Roller made Includes: 18 oz. applicator, manual plunger, 9"" X 3/8"" nap roller cover, spatter.


Internally-fed roller covers distribute paint evenly across the roller, creating a smooth, professional paint finish on your walls. With a 3/8. nap, this roller cover. Find parts, manuals & diagrams for any Wagner painting equipment repair project. Airless paint sprayer, Caulk gun, Power paint sprayer, Power roller, Power. Roll over image to zoom in depending on flow volume adjustment and material viscosity, Lock-n-Go split gun The Wagner Paint READY Sprayer is a multi-purpose hand-held HVLP sprayer. The nozzle's unique design sprays a roller-like finish with un-thinned latex, making it ideal for your indoor painting project.
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